EDITORIAL
Every year, Quais du Polar offers a unique panorama of the world’s crime fiction in all
its richness and diversity with more than a hundred authors from the entire world, all
gathered in Lyon for 3 days, to celebrate an event unlike any other in France and Europe.
This fourteenth edition follows this trend with an exceptional highlight on today’s Italy :
more than 15 authors make the trip as neighbors to allow us to discover the vitality of
a unique creation, all heirs of a long and beautiful literary and cinematographic history
that has given so much to the noir genre. Numerous round-tables will bring together
Italian authors and they will present their cinematographic favorites in cinema theatres
of the city.
A way for us to remember that if crime fiction crosses all language, nation and style
frontiers, it unites a great community of readers, who love to gather around their common passion, to open up to the world and the plurality of cultures, to be curious about
the great issues of our time and, often be highly receptive to the fate of our society’s suffering or marginalized people. It is to these increasingly numerous readers of all ages
and conditions that we wish to offer a program meeting their expectations.
On this fourteenth edition, besides an ever more international set, Quais du Polar will
give everyone the opportunity to enrich their thinking with diverse subjects such as the
First World War, the future of Peace and human rights in a context of general crisis, the
50 years commemoration of May 68, the boom of post-apocalyptic novel, the renewal
of American noir novel, new authors of French crime fiction or original and offbeat approaches of art or ecology.
Quais du Polar will also be in the streets with, as every year, the Great Investigation,
opened to schools and the general public.
Loyal to its commitment to openness, Quais du Polar proposes a dialogue with other
forms of creation, from painting to music, and invents new bridges with structures such
as the Confluences Museum, the CHRD (Resistance and Deportation History Centre), the
Lyon national Auditorium-Orchestra, the Lugdunum-Museum and Roman theatres or Departmental and Metropolitan Archives.
All authors, all our private and public partners and all great cultural institutions of our
city are rallied to make this Quais du Polar edition a moment to remember, a delightful
moment dedicated to books, reading and culture.
Quais du Polar Association and Team.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Main spots of the festival
Palais de la Bourse
place de la Bourse
Lyon 2 / Métro Cordeliers
Chapelle de la Trinité
29-31 rue de la Bourse
Lyon 2 / Métro Cordeliers
Hôtel de Ville
1 place de la Comédie
Lyon 1 / Métro Hôtel de Ville
Amphi Opéra
1 place de la Comédie
Lyon 1 / Métro Hôtel de Ville
Théâtre Comédie Odéon
6 rue Grolée
Lyon 2 / Métro Cordeliers

Free access
The access to all main venues, conferences, encounters, and investigation as well as to youth events of the
festival is free, subject to availability.
Becoming a member (30€ or 20€ reduced rate), will allow the participants a priviledged access to conferences, and
a priority pass to enter the Palais de la Bourse. Members also receive a novel from Sonatine publishing, a poster
and festival goodies.

Opening hours
Palais de la Bourse :
Friday 6th April: 10am to 8pm
Saturday 7th April: 10am to 8pm
Sunday 8th April: 10am to 6pm
Hôtel de Ville :
Friday 6th April: 2pm to 7pm
Saturday 7th April: 10am to 7pm
Sunday 8th April: 10am to 6pm
Both venues offer a HarperCollins coffee
area and a festival gift shop.

Like every year, Quais du Polar will honor independent bookstores with a dozen bookstores in partnership. Fully engaged in
the event, they will present a large and eclectic selection of novels
of the genre in the Palais de la Bourse and in the Crime Fiction
Grande Librairie.
You will be able to meet authors for signing sessions, from Friday
morning to Sunday evening, on the following stalls: A Titre d’Aile
(Lyon 1), Le Bal des Ardents (Lyon 1), Decitre (Lyon 2), L’Esprit
Livre (Lyon 3), Expérience (Lyon 2), Le Square (Grenoble), Lucioles
(Vienne), Musicalame (Lyon 1), Passages (Lyon 2), Tramway (Lyon
3) et Vivement Dimanche (Lyon 4).
Booksellers (new and second hand books), a DVD area and thematic bookstores will also be in the Hôtel de Ville where events will take
place all weekend long (p.18)
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LEADING CRIME FICTION
FESTIVAL IN FRANCE and
EUROPE!
The last edition of Quais du Polar International Festival confirmed the success of the event towards the
public. The popular enthusiasm and attractiveness being now settled beyond Lyon and the Auvergne-RhôneAlpes Region confirm the program achievement combining worldwide crime fiction stars and new talent
discoveries.
Renowned in the French and European cultural landscape, by book and publishing professionals and the
general public, Quais du Polar also experiences a great economical success, vital for the bookselling sector,
with over 30 000 books sold during the festival. The exceptional media visibility of the event, its popular and
federative nature, and its touristic attractiveness, ensure it as leader of events contributing to the outreach
and development of the territory.
Today on the rise, crime fiction is adopted by all readers, including « white » literature, cinema or TV fans.
One out of five published books in France is crime fiction, which represents over 1200 titles, 80 specialized
series and 20 million copies sold per year. The crime fiction genre is proven to show an unprecedented
enthusiasm.
Like the genre it defends, the festival wishes to open its program to the largest audience thanks to its
unique and varied offers and also allow the creation of thinking areas favoring exchanges and debates on
numerous current news. The warm, family and passionate atmosphere remains Quais du Polar’s trademark, and helps to rally every year more and more authors, readers, professionals and volunteers in Lyon
to celebrate the genre and its vivacity.
More than ever, the team and association of the festival remain committed for books, reading, literature,
authors, openness to the world and freedom of speech.

IN THE PRESS
• The whole national daily press :
20 Minutes, Le Figaro, Le Monde, Le Parisien-Aujourd’hui en France, Libération...
• High circulation weekly magazines :
Elle, Le Point, Marianne, L’Express, L’Obs, Télé 7 Jours, Femme Actuelle, Version Femina, Le JDD, Madame Figaro, Les
Inrocks, Télérama, Paris-Match, Point de Vue...
• Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes local media :
Le Progrès, Le Petit Bulletin, Lyon Capitale, Lyon Citoyen, Lyon Première, Mag de Lyon, Tribune de Lyon, Chérie FM,
Nostalgie, Radio Brume, Radio Scoop, RCF, RFM, Virgin Radio, TLM...
• Local media across France :
L’Alsace, Le Dauphiné Libéré, Le Républicain Lorrain, Le Bien public, Le Télégramme, Nice matin, Ouest-France...
• Foreign press :
Le Soir, Le Temps, Le Matin de Lausanne, La Tribune de Genève, El País, La RTBF - La Première, La RTBF TV...
• Professional press :
Livres Hebdo, Écran Total, Biblioteca, Page des Libraires...
• Radio and TV :
France 3, Canal+, Arte, Polar+, M6, BFM, LCI, RTL, France Inter, France Info, France Culture, Europe 1, RTL, Vinci
Autoroute... and a special France 3 TV coverage before and during the festival, France 2 and France 5..
• Thousands of internet pages (sites, blogs, particuliers).
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REMEMBERING
THE 2017 EDITION
A POPULAR SUCCESS
• 80 000 visitors.
• 122 000 connected people and 17 000 Facebook fans.
• A highly renewed audience compared to usual literary
events that goes beyond the local framework, since over
45% of visitors came from outside the department, and
9% were foreign visitors.
• A passionate and involved audience with a high rate of
participation on the 200 cultural encounters offered
during the weekend in the 55 main spots and associated venues, supported by 300 volunteers: over 20
000 participants in the encounters and conferences,
over 38 000 people in the Grande Librairie for 500
signing sessions, and over 3000 people attended film
screenings.

A SUCCESS FOR BOOKS
• Around 30 000 books sold by booksellers.
• 2000 books offered by Quais du Polar (publishers’ donations) during the different contests of the festival and
the Great City Investigation.

• 15 000 participants in the Great City Investigation.

• A full commitment to the project from our booksellers
partners that are given a major opportunity to highlight
their bookshops and their work during the event.

• Over 3 500 pupils (pre-school, primary, secondary and
high school) and college students took part in the event.

• A growing partnership with the town’s and region’s libraries and bookshops.
• An annual mediation work towards students and a public
known as “prevented” (jails, hospitals).

AN ECONOMICAL SUCCESS
• 270 000€ of turnover produced by booksellers.

A PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS

• The turnover generated by the festival represents for
some booksellers a major support for their activity.

• Over 350 book industry professionals attended the
event, and about 40 publishing houses were represented.

• With 85% of the festival budget released in local economy, the booksellers’ turnover, the participation of professionals and tourism benefits, we can announce a local
economic benefit between 2M€ and 4M€ generated by
the festival.

• Presence of international publishers and agents (Germany, Canada, Spain, etc.).
• Presence of producers, scriptwriters and programmers
of major TV channels (Arte, Canal+, FranceTv, Polar +).

• Quais du Polar also created the equivalent of 5 jobs in
14 years.

• Presence of the whole literature/cultural press.

120 AUTHORS OF 21 NATIONALITIES
Megan Abbott (USA), Barbara Abel (Belgium), Thomas Bronnec (France), Michel Bussi (France), Sandrine Collette
(France), Victor Del Árbol (Spain), DOA (France), R.J. Ellory (England), Caryl Férey (France), Lisa Gardner (USA),
Arnaldur Indriðason (Iceand), Ivan Jablonka (France), Eva Joly (France), Philip Kerr (England), Donna Leon (USA),
Andrée A. Michaud (Canada), Val McDermid (Scotland), Guillaume Musso (France), Aurélie Neyret (France),
Michel Pastoureau (France), Patricia Tourancheau (France), Ron Rash (USA), David Vann (USA), Qiu Xiaolong (China),
and many more.
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INTERNATIONAL
QUAIS DU POLAR
Every year, Quais du Polar hosts authors and professionals from all parts of the world to discuss literature, art, culture,
as well as to express their opinion on the contemporary world and its future.
This opening to the world matches our will to highlight French crime fiction and its authors abroad. It brought us to
develop numerous exchanges allowing us today to make the event and the genre shine beyond the frontiers of France.

THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH THE PARTNERSHIP
OF THE INSTITUT FRANÇAIS
Throughout the years, the Institut Français has been supporting Quais du Polar in its international dimension development, in
order to initiate exchanges and contribute to the glow of francophone crime fiction across the world.
This collaboration took shape for example with South Africa, Quais du Polar having hosted South African authors and professionals, while the Franschhoek Literary Festival, that took place in May 2016 in South Africa, presented a selection of French
crime fiction as well as two invited authors in corporation with Quais du Polar.
Quais du Polar and the Institut Français also initiate an International Crime Fiction Focus during the festival in Lyon with the
invitation of foreign programmers, cultural managers and members of the French cultural network abroad so that they can
discover the event and launch specific projects abroad in collaboration with Quais du Polar. Among other events, they meet on
Polar Connection, more than ever, an essential international platform of professional exchanges. This year, on Polar Connection
focused on Italy, foreign publishers are invited to meet French publishers and discuss crime fiction and projects.
A round-table focusing on Crime Fiction in Italy will give voice to hosted Italian publishers.
In the framework of its partnership with the Institut Français, Quais du Polar also accomplished several studies on French
crime fiction, shared with all bureaux du livre abroad.

FRENCH-STYLE KRIMI IN LEIPZIG
After the success of the event in 2017, Quais du Polar and the Institut Français
decided to once more get together to organize an event highlighting francophone
authors of crime fiction literature for the German audience, on the occasion of
the Leipzig Book Fair.
Krimi à la française will take place from March 15th to 18th 2018 and will propose
a Crime Fiction Night and a Great investigation in Leipzig.
This is why, a few days before Quais du Polar in Lyon, Jérémy Fel, Emmanuel
Grand, Grégoire Hervier, Joseph Incardona, Louise Mey and Antonin Varenne will
head for Leipzig to carry out the colors of francophone crime fiction on the occasion of the Kriminacht.

QUAIS DU POLAR IN PALERMO
The Italian Institut français also imagined with Quais du Polar an event in
the same vein set in Palermo, on the occasion of the Una Marina di libri
Fair in June 2018 : invitation of francophone authors to an encounter
around « French crime fiction » during the fair, workshops and translation battles, urban investigation in Palermo are currently in preparation.
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over 120
invited
authors !
SOUTH AFRICA

GERMANY

DEON MEYER MIKE NICOL

DIRK KURBJUWEIT

ENGLAND

DANIEL COLE SELMA DABBAGH ROBERT GODDARD B.A. PARIS C.J. TUDOR RUTH WARE
BELGIUM
IAN RANKIN

EMILIO VAN DER ZUIDEN
SPAIN

SCOTLAND

JOSÉ CARLOS SOMOZA

GRAEME MACRAE BURNET ALAN PARKS

UNITED STATES

LINWOOD BARCLAY HARLAN

COBEN MICHAEL FARRIS SMITH A. J. FINN COLIN HARRISON CRAIG JOHNSON PATRICIA MACDONALD
DOUGLAS PRESTON KARIN SLAUGHTER GABRIEL TALLENT

FRANCE

SOPHIE ADRIANSEN LAURENT

ASTIER CÉDRIC BANNEL FRANZ BARTELT PATRICK BAUWEN SERENA BLASCO ODILE BOUHIER THIERRY
BOURCY FRANCK BOUYSSE LUC BRAHY MARION BRUNET BRÜNO MICHEL BUSSI JÉRÔME CAMUT
HANNELORE CAYRE JEAN-CHRISTOPHE CHAUZY SANDRINE COLLETTE HERVÉ COMMÈRE DOMINIQUE
DELAHAYE SONJA DELZONGLE INGRID DESJOURS PASCAL DESSAINT FRANÇOIS-XAVIER DILLARD YOMGUI
DUMONT CARYL FÉREY SYLVAIN FORGE DAVID FRANÇOIS CHRISTOPHE GAULTIER ÉRIC GIACOMETTI
KARINE GIEBEL SANDRINE GOALEC EMMANUEL GRAND CHRISTOPHE GUILLAUMOT NATHALIE HUG
PHILIPPE JAENADA DAVID KHARA CEDRIC LALAURY NICOLAS LEBEL GUILLAUME LE CORNEC MARIN
LEDUN JÉRÔME LEROY PHILIPPE LYON DOMINIQUE MAISONS DOMINIQUE MANOTTI THIERRY MARX
MICHAËL MENTION BERNARD MINIER CHRISTOPHE MOLMY OLIVIER NOREK FABIEN NURY PATRICK
PÉCHEROT VIVIANNE PERRET GILDA PIERSANTI PIERRE POUCHAIRET JB POUY BERTRAND PUARD
SERGE QUADRUPPANI JACQUES RAVENNE ANOUK RICARD TRISTAN ROULOT CHRISTIAN ROUX JEANPIERRE RUMEAU MICHAËL SANLAVILLE JACKY SCHWARTZMANN JOANN SFAR ROMAIN SLOCOMBE
FRANÇOIS-HENRI SOULIÉ PHILIPPE SQUARZONI DOMINIQUE SYLVAIN NIKO TACKIAN JACQUES TARDI
FRANCK THILLIEZ TITWANE PATRICIA TOURANCHEAU DIDIER TRONCHET
MARKOGIANNAKIS

HUNGARY

BENEDEK TOTTH

ITALY

GREECE

CHRISTOS

GIANNI BIONDILLO DONATO CARRISI

GIOACCHINO CRIACO SANDRONE DAZIERI MAURIZIO DE GIOVANNI LUCA DI FULVIO GIUSEPPE DI
PIAZZA MIMMO GANGEMI NICOLA LAGIOIA ANTONIO LANZETTA CARLO LUCARELLI ANTONIO
MANZINI VALERIO VARESI ELENA VARVELLO MARCO VICHI
YANA VAGNER

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

NORWAY

JØRN LIER HORST

RUSSIA

CAMILLA GREBE CAMILLA LÄCKBERG MALIN PERSSON GIOLITO

SÉBASTIEN MEIER
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LITERARY PROGRAM
Attended by more than a hundred authors from 15 different nationalities:
• The Grande Librairie-Great Crime Fiction Bookstore with 11 independent bookshops
• More than 500 signing sessions
• More than 60 conferences and encounters on current issues and society topics
• Dark Dictations hosted by famous personalities
• Readings and events
• 7 Literary Awards: novels, comics, youth, adaptation…
Attended by more than 120 authors and around 60 conferences in 3 days, once more, the literary program of this 14th edition
is definitely set to be intense and dense. On the program, the presence of major authors, but also not to be missed discoveries, a trip through Italy and through ages – May 68, 14-18 and much more – encounters around art or ecology, unique meetings with authors, a bookstore area highlighting booksellers’ favorites, etc.

AUTHORS
Among hosted foreign authors : Harlan Coben (USA), Camilla Läckberg (Sweden),
Douglas Preston (USA), Ian Rankin (GB), Deon Meyer (South Africa), Craig Johnson
(USA), Robert Goddard (GB), Patricia MacDonald (USA), Karin Slaughter (USA)…
Authors from all parts of the world to (re)discovered urgently : M.J. Alridge (GB),
Linwood Barclay (USA), Dirk Kurbjuweit (Germany), Michael Farris Smith (USA),
Camilla Grebe (Sweden), Christos Markogiannakis (Greece), Mike Nicol (South
Africa), Benedek Totth (Hungary), Yana Vagner (Russia), Graeme Macrae Burnett
(Scotland), Jørn Lier Horst (Norway)…
Among the most talented French authors : Michel Bussi, Franck Thilliez, Franck
Bouysse, Olivier Norek, Sandrine Collette, Caryl Férey, Emmanuel Grand, Marin Ledun, Bernard Minier, Jean-Bernard Pouy, Romain Slocombe, Niko Tackian, Serge
Quadruppani, Hannelore Cayre, Patrick Bauwen, Dominique Sylvain, Gilda Piersanti…
The best of crime fiction graphic novel authors : Fabien Nury and Brüno, Michaël Sanlaville, Luc Brahy and Tristan Roulot, Jean-Christophe Chauzy, Didier Tronchet…
As well as authors on the border of the genre like Philippe Jaenada or Joann Sfar,
authors of novels for youth etc.
Also note the exceptional presence of Jacques Tardi who will be participating in an
encounter on Saturday and will be at the Auditorium on Sunday afternoon for the concert Putain de guerre! And Philippe Torreton will be in Lyon for the Bluebird play at the
Célestins Theatre and will honor us by being the new Dark Dictation guest.

MAIN TOPICS OF THE 14TH EDITION
Italy
Over fifteen authors, publishers, book and audiovisual professionals will be invited to participate in the festival. It will be the opportunity to highlight the Italian « crime fiction culture », through literature, but also through cinema: 5 programmed encounters, film screenings, etc.
It will be an exceptional focus since Quais du Polar will gather in Lyon the greatest
current Italian crime fiction authors, among which Donato Carrisi, Luca Di Fulvio,
Nicola Lagioia, Carlo Lucarelli, Maurizio di Giovanni or Valerio Varesi.
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Peace Centenary

Art

Ecology

Quais du Polar will be integrated
in the Peace Centenary program
initiated by the city of Lyon for
2018. Authors will thus be invited
to talk about the First World War
and more widely of human rights.

Art will be discussed through a conference with different authors like
Philippe Jaenada, who approached
the subject and there will be an even
more important collaboration with
the Beaux-Arts Museum which will
dedicate its nocturnals to Quais du
Polar. The Greek author, Christos
Markogiannakis, author of Scènes
de crime au musée du Louvre/Crime
scenes in the Louvre Museum, will
present his special views on art
works from the museum, with JeanBernard Pouy and Deon Meyer.
Then, on Saturday and Sunday,
Joann Sfar and Donato Carrisi will
discuss a piece of art and comment
it live.

With the partnership of the Confluences Museum, ecology will also
be a major topic of this new edition. An encounter on ZAD (Zone
to be defended) will be scheduled
with the presence of the festival’s
invited authors on Sunday, at de
Hôtel de Ville. Pascal Dessaint,
Jean-Bernard Pouy, the Spanish author José Carlos Somoza,
the Italian author Mimmo Gangemi and specialists of ecological issues, will discuss different
topics all along the weekend: toxic
products, waste recycling… These
encounters will be surrounded by
film or documentary screenings.

This topic will also be discussed
through the writing contest for
youth (for secondary schools) during the Great Investigation in the
city.
Finally, the Tardi and Dominique
Grange concert-show at the
Auditorium will bring a strong and
unique light on this dark period of
History (see p. 16)..

The different debates and round-tables will also be the opportunity to discuss numerous society topics which characterize the noir novel and gives its depth: May 68 and its repercussions, Europe and its youth, state affairs, women condition,
« peripheral » citizens, the Israel/Palestine conflict, teenage years and their dangers, terrorism, violence and weapons, ZAD
and new utopias, true crimes, post-apocalyptic novel, high society crimes… Quais du Polar, with the partnership of SNCF,
will give the floor to former winners of the PRIX SNCF DU POLAR during two encounters around the influence of society and
environment in today’s noir novel.

BOOK ENCOUNTERS
Literature will also be highlighted through unique encounters
offered throughout the weekend.
Dark Dictations
« Dictées noires/Dark dictations » will be celebrating their fifth anniversary in
2018. With the partnership of the National Agency Against Illiteracy, Philippe
Torreton and Romain Slocombe will host these entertaining dictations, the first
being reserved to schools on the Friday, and the second one being opened to all
on Saturday 7th of April at 2:30pm.
Events around reading
• A reading at full voice contest, opened to all, sponsored by the author Bernard
Minier and the actor Hugues Martel, with the partnership of the audio books
collection Audiolib.
• Two translation battles organized by the ATLF (Association des Traducteurs Littéraires de France/ Association of Literary Translators of France) with the Italian
author Nicola Lagioia and the American author Michael Farris Smith.
• Musical encounters around rock and Melville’s film music with the partnership of
the Conservatoire à Rayonnement Régional de Lyon.
• A murder-party organised at the Lugdunum – Museum and Roman theatres, by
Univers Poche in the presence of the publishing house’s authors who will play the
actors.
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Expresso meetings
A new meeting format in the coffee area of the Hôtel de Ville: the « Rencontres Expresso/Expresso meetings », friendly rendezvous, during which the public is invited to exchange and question book professionals on different issues of the sector: book
prizes, creation of crime fiction series, digital book use, creation of crime fiction blog…
Kobo digital workshops
The Kobo Writing Life by Fnac team will be present during the festival and will host a complete program dedicated to selfpublishing, focusing on encounters with authors present on the platform, in a dedicated area, on the ground floor of the Hôtel
de Ville. The best authors of the platform will share their experience as independent authors and keys to their success in selfpublishing. The public will also be able to attend a masterclass given by Cedric Lalaury on novel writing.

Encounters, conferences and the access to the bookshop areas are free for the public and are located
at: Palais de la Bourse, Lyon Hôtel de Ville, Amphi de l’Opéra de Lyon, Chapelle de la Trinité, Comédie
Odéon and Espace culturel Saint-Marc.

LITERARY EVENTs
From the beginning, Quais du Polar is teaming up with different cultural structures around Lyon on several projects
linked to noir and crime fiction literature. This program answers the crossed will to spread the popular and festive dimension of the event, and to come closer to audiences. Encounters, conferences and signing sessions with guest authors
of Quais du Polar are organized every year throughout the city and the region.

IN MEDIA LIBRAIRIES AND
BOOKSHOPS

IN ASSOCIATED STRUCTURES
Encounters will also be organized in the different associated structures of the festival. It will be an opportunity for
authors to deepen several topics covered in their books.
This is why the Departmental and Metropolitan Archives
will organize an encounter with Philippe Jaenada on archival documents. The Ferme du Vinatier will host the author
Hervé Commère and actors from the GEIQ Theatre for a literary walk through the park of the hospital center.

On its 14th edition, media libraries and bookstores will
adorn red on the occasion of Quais du Polar. On the program: encounters, signing sessions, conferences and presentation of librarians’ favorites.
Throughout the territory, authors like Patrick Bauwen, Caryl Férey, Emmanuel Grand, Marin Ledun and Dominique
Manotti will meet the public.

IN MUSEUMS
Lyon museums once more partner the festival and offer thematic encounters echoing their exhibitions.
At the Beaux-Arts Museum, authors will talk about their relationship with Art. Christos Markogiannakis, Deon Meyer and JB
Pouy will be at the Crime Fiction Nocturnal/ Nocturne Polar. As for Donato Carrisi and Joann Sfar, they will participate in the
essential “Conversations autour d’une œuvre/Conversations around a masterpiece”, with their own choice of works. Romain
Slocombe will give a talk on the text/image relationship, at the Musée de l’Imprimerie et de la Communication (Printing and
Communication Museum), linked with the Andy Warhol Ephemera exhibition.
History will also be at the heart of exchanges. Géraldine Schwarz will discuss the difficult work of remembrance made in Germany and France since 1945, at the Centre d’Histoire de la Résistance et de la Déportation/Resistance and Deportation History
Centre. Christian Roux will be at the Musées Gadagne to talk about urban mutations, linked with the Lyon sur le divan – Les
métamorphoses d’une ville exhibition.
Finally, screenings and debates will be highlighting Ecology at the Confluences Museum, in the presence of José Carlos Somoza, Jean-Bernard Pouy, Pascal Dessaint and Mimmo Gangemi.
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ON SCREEN
Not only a literature festival, Quais du Polar also brings to light cinema and TV series through twenty screenings in theatres of Lyon and the area. These screenings, introduced by authors and echoing topics celebrated during the festival
draw a landscape of the noir and crime fiction genre on screen.

A PREMIERE SCREENING
The opening film of the International Critic’s Week at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival, Sicilian Ghost story will be premiered at the Lumière Bellecour on Friday 6th of
April at 8:30pm. This fantasy-thriller revisits the Romeo and Juliet myth in the way
of a tale in the wicked world of the Mafia. The film is to be released in June 2018.
Sicilian Ghost Story

The film will be introduced by the Sicilian actor Filippo Luna, playing the role of
the disturbing U’Nanu.

FOCUS ON ITALIAN CINEMA
Birthplace of Giallo, Italy is the guest of honor this year, with the presence of 16
authors. This highlight goes with a cinema program selection linked to the invited
authors.
Les Âmes noires

Mafia, a recurring theme in Italian noir cinema, but also in American productions, will be the subject of a special evening at the Pathé Bellecour on Friday 6th
April at 7 :45pm, with two films, one Italian and one American : Black Souls/Les
Ames noires and The Drop/Quand vient la nuit. The evening will be launched by
Francesco Munzi, director of Black Souls, and Gioacchino Criaco, author of the
eponymous novel.
The authors Mimmo Gangemi, Carlo Lucarelli and Antonio Lanzetta will introduce three noir film classics at the Comoedia : Why ?/Détenu en attente de jugement by Nanni Loy, never released in France ; One hundred steps/Les Cent pas by
Marco Tullio Giordana ; and Suburra by Stefano Sollima.

Suburra

GREAT TRIALS ON SCREEN
Two films, two great trials based on true stories, will be screened during the
festival: Judge Fayard called The Sheriff /Le Juge Fayard dit « Le Shériff », based
on the murder of Judge Renaud in Lyon, on Thursday 5th of April at Ecully and
Labyrinth of Lies/Le Labyrinthe du silence, based on the second Auschwitz trial,
on Saturday 7th of April at the Goethe-Institut.

Le Labyrinthe du silence

CLASSICS OF THE GENRE
Initiated by the Grac, CinéCollection offers a monthly trip through cinema history
to see or see again in cinema theatres, key films from great filmmakers. Three
films will be screened in April in the theatres of the Grac network: Bring me the
head of Alfredo Garcia/Apportez-moi la tête d’Alfredo Garcia by Sam Peckinpah,
Série Noire by Alain Corneau, and Double indemnity/Assurance sur la mort by
Billy Wilder.

Série Noire

In another type but equally cult, Who is killing the great chefs of Europe?/La
Grande cuisine by Ted Kotcheff will be screened at Ecully on Thrusday 5th of April
and will be introduced by the starred chef Thierry Marx, invited to the festival for
the release of his first novel co-written with Odile Bouhier.
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A TOPIC: CRIME FICTION AND ECOLOGY
The first two episodes of the TV series La Zona, broadcasted in France by Polar+
from next May 7th, will be premiered at the Confluences Museum on Saturday 7th
of May. This screening echoes the topic dedicated to crime fiction and ecology
and will be commented at the end of the screening by the Spanish author José
Carlos Somoza.

La Zona

Still in the Confluences Museum, Mimmo Gangemi will take part in a discussion
around the Arte documentary screening of Le poison de la Mafia et la loi du silence, on Sunday 8th of April. The political thriller The East will also be screened
on the same day.

NOIR WEEKEND AT THE INSTITUT LUMIÈRE
Like every year, the Institut Lumière will put on crime fiction colors for a weekend
of noir films chosen by authors of the festival.
Six authors will introduce their favorite films, among which Harlan Coben’s favorite Strangers on a train/L’Inconnu du Nord-Express by Alfred Hitchcock, which
will launch the weekend.

Blade Runner

A PROGRAM FOR YOUNG AUDIENCES
Kids and families also have their special program with three films specially chosen for aspiring detectives! Young Sherlock Holmes/Le Secret de la pyramide,
adaptation of Conan Doyle on Sherlock Holmes’ youth, produced by Steven Spielberg, screened at the Institut Lumière on Saturday 7th of April at 2:30pm.
On Sunday 8th of April, the youth author Guillaume Le Cornec will introduce the
animated film Zootopia/Zootopie at the Lumière Fourmi at 11:00am, and Newt
door spy/Agatha, ma voisine détective screened in Ecully at 3:00pm.

Zootopie

SHORT FILMS
On the occasion of the festival, SNCF invites the public to discover 7 international
short-films in competition for the PRIZE “SNCF DU POLAR 2018”. Two screenings will
take place in free access at the Espace Culturel Saint-Marc (Saturday 7th of April) and
at the Amphi Opéra (Sunday 8th of April).
The public will have the opportunity to vote for their favorite short-film, and win a
Eurostar round trip to London by drawing lots.
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Stand By

MUSICAL
PROGRAM
Music will once more punctuate the three days of the festival. Musical encounters, concert films, shows… Many musical
interludes that will transport you in a noir atmosphere.
The Lyon Conservatoire à Rayonnement Régional will blend literature, cinema and music. The band Shark Boy The Wrestler,
composed of current music students, will invite you to an rock tuned encounter with Caryl Férey at the Amphi-Opéra. As for the
Jazz Big Band, it will make you travel across the filmmaker Jean-Pierre Melville’s musical universe, in the company of Michaël
Mention, Christophe Molmy and Patrick Pécherot.
Music also teams up with cinema during two concert films. The public will rediscover cult films like Who framed Roger Rabbit ?/
Qui veut la peau de Roger Rabbit (Robert Zemeckis, 1988) by the band Improjection at the Marché Gare, and Fantômas (Louis
Feuillade, 1913) by the CNSMD at the Comédie Odéon Theatre.
Radio France and SNCF, partners of musical culture across territories, will offer an exceptional concert of crime fiction music
with the France National Orchestra, at the Auditorium-Orchestre national de Lyon.
And for the players, the Hôtel de Ville Carillon will toll Saturday afternoon for a giant blind test around the greatest music of
crime fiction films.

CONCERT EVENT
Jacques Tardi and Dominique Grange, with the band Accordzéâm, will present
their Putain de Guerre ! – Le Dernier assaut show, on Sunday 8th of April at 4:00pm
at the Auditorium-Orchestre national de Lyon.
The show is an uncompromising fervent plea against war, against all wars, destructions and massacres that they are generated to industrials’ and weapon
suppliers’ benefit. The illustrator Tardi and the active singer Dominique Grange,
have staged with the band Accordzéâm, from the drawings of the graphic novels
PUTAIN DE GUERRE !, and LE DERNIER ASSAUT, this concert film around the First
World War, skillfully blending text readings, songs and screening of drawings,
some of which having been specially drawn for the circumstance.
The realism of the drawings projected on big screen at the back of the stage
throughout the show, brings out an overflow of emotions and an outstanding
dramatic intensity.
Concert offered on the occasion of the Peace Centenary, with the partnership of the AuditoriumOrchestre national de Lyon and the Ville de Lyon. Fees: 16€, 11€ (groups et members), 8€(reduced
fee)
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CITY INVESTIGATION
TUSCANY REVENGE
Every year, Quais du Polar gives you the opportunity to
discover Lyon differently, through a Great City Investigation. Participants follow an exclusive trail, along which
they look for clues dispatched in unusual places or in actors’ cues, to solve the mystery. This year, the departure
spot will be Resistance and Deportation History Centre
where the investigators will withdraw the booklet that
will guide them through their quest and will show them
steps to follow. After passing by the Part-Dieu district,
they will reach the Hôtel de Ville.

While Giulietta is touring around the world seeking
for peace, Gérald stays in Lyon burdened with mysteries. He has a month to find his beauty’s lost fetich
jewel. Only four days are left before she returns. He
is under pressure. Everything might collapse because she will have no pity for him if he is unable to
track down her talisman. And that would be the end
of happiness and travel dreams
Echoes from the world, a story of Italian revenge,
all driven by an evil character perfectly mastering
coding systems and Lyon’s geography. From the
Resistance and Deportation History Centre, to the
Guillotière, the Part-Dieu district and the Presqu’île:
welcome to the Quais du Polar 2018 investigation!

Creation by : Christelle Ravey.
Thursday and Friday the investigation is reserved for
schools only (free entry, on registration). Saturday and
Sunday, it is opened to all and free.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Departure and withdrawal of booklets at the CHRD (Lyon 7e):
• Saturday 7th of April : between 9 :00am and 4 :00pm
• Sunday 8th of April : between 9 :00am and 1 :00pm
Arrival and booklet deposit at the Hôtel de Ville.
Duration: approximately 3 hours
Drawing lots
Sunday 8th of April at 5 :00pm in the Grand Salon of the Hôtel de Ville.
Prizes :
• 1st prize : 2 long-distance Air France plane tickets
• From 2nd to 3rd prize : A Member Card for Le Club Accor Hôtels credited with 150 €
• From 4th to 44th prize: A 5 books set from the Livre de Poche and Livre de Poche Jeunesse series.

Bonus
• AIR FRANCE MAKES YOU WIN MORE PRIZES WITH THE INVESTIGATION! Find the bonus clue proposed in the investigation booklet
and try to win a flight for 2 to a mystery destination in Italy. .
• TRY TO WIN A KOBO BY FNAC EREADER! Download the Kobo by Fnac app (available on Apple and Android Stores) to find a bonus
clue and win one of the 2 Kobo by Fnac ereaders (119€ value) and a 25€ Gift Card!
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EVENTS AND GAMES
ON THE FESTIVAL: AREAS FOR ALL THE FAMILY
Palais de la Bourse
From Friday 6th to Sunday 8th of April, the Lumière room of the Palais de la Bourse will host the youth space of the festival. Young
children and their parents will be invited to discover the « Bidule-Truc Investigation » created especially for Quais du Polar by
Georges, the fun magazine for kids, as well as games proposed by mediators of the Croc aux jeux games library.
The youth bookstore A Titre d’Aile will be settled on the 1st floor of the Palais de la Bourse, and will present its crime fiction
selection: youth albums, game books, first readings, youth and young adult novels, a condensed offer of investigations, stories
of mysteries and detectives…Festival goers will be able to rest on the Point sofa on the Friday and Saturday, and take a picture
in the Livre de Poche photocall “Polar on the rocks” on the Sunday.
Hôtel de Ville
On Saturday 7th and Sunday 8th of April, the “Fajira” and “Yes we game” associations will be entertaining an area dedicated to
investigation themed games. They will invite festival goers to discover board games, communication games, mystery games and
secret identity games, in a friendly atmosphere.
Among the novelties, a escape game proposed by Calmann-Lévy and an Audiolib « listening bubble » will join the event in the
Cour Haute of the Hôtel de ville.

MYSTERIES AND GAMES
Beyond the spots of the festival, the different structures associated with Quais du Polar will offer the public playful events for
grown-ups and kids.
Among events not to be missed, the Lugdunum – Musée et Théâtres romains will be hosting for the second time, a Murder
Party evening, on Friday 6th of April. During this great party, side to side with authors from Fleuve, Pocket and 10/18 Publishing,
visitors will become actors of an investigation rich with drama. On registration only.
The Town Library of the 4th district/ Bibliothèque Municipale du 4e, the Meyzieu Media Library and the Dr Mérieux Biological Sciences Museum will also invite the festival goers to come in for fun and unusual investigations.
Presqu’Île merchants will organize an investigation from April 3rd to 5th, you will find more information on the Quais du Polar
website.

SIGHTSEEING AND WALKS
Quais du Polar will once more this year be the opportunity to discover or rediscover the Lyon city, thanks to the « True crimes »
visits proposed by the Office du Tourisme and to a variety of walks across the city organized by the Gadagne Museums.
Festival goers will be able to wander at the heart of the Departmental and Metropolitan Archives with their flashlights, visit the
Saint-Cyr-au-Mont-D’or Police school or discover the Central Service of technical and scientific Police in Ecully.
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CULTURAL MEDIATION
From the beginning, Quais du Polar’s Association has at heart to reach all audiences, especially audiences remote from
cultural practices.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

For the first time this year, prisoners from 5 penal institutions will participate in the jury for the Quais du Polar Readers’ Prize. A special mention will be created to highlight the
novel of the selection which will receive the highest number
of their votes.

All year long, Quais du Polar offers schools different projects around the crime fiction genre.
On the festival, students will be able to participate in the
Great City investigation, the Dark dictation and encounters
with authors. This year, Serena Blasco, Guillaume Le Cornec, Gioacchino Criaco, Mimmo Gangemi, Philippe Jaenada, Craig Johnson and Deon Meyer will exchange with
students on their works.

QUAIS DU POLAR AT THE HOSPITAL
Quais du Polar renews its actions in hospitals and will offer
this year an encounter dedicated to hospitalized children of
the Bron Hospital for Woman Mother Child, with the youth
author and illustrator Serena Blasco. A literary walk in the
Ferme du Vinatier Park will also be organized with Hervé
Commère and the GEIQ Theatre actors.

At the Hôtel de Ville, “Un certain regard” association will
accompany the very young in artistic workshops around the
theme of investigation and Saint-Jean librarians will offer
them fun readings.

AGAINST ILLITERACY

The festival will also be the achievement of several projects
set up with classes. Hence, pupils will attend the reward of
the Youth Prize Quais du Polar/ Ville de Lyon, and secondary
schools students will join in an oratory contest (Battle Polar), and high school students will participate in exchanges
on cinematographic adaptation and translation.

Since 2013, Quais du Polar in collaboration with the ANCLI/
National Agency Against Illiteracy, offers two great Dark
Dictations for schools and the general public. In an atmosphere of crime fiction and good mood, Romain Slocombe
and Philippe Torreton will be this year’s readers of the dictations.

In the frame of a collaborative writing project with children
of the Foyer de l’Enfance de la Métropole/ Metrpolitan Children’s Home (IDEF), lounges Hôtel de Ville will host young
actors and their families on reading at full voice session of
their crime fiction short stories.

TEACHERS AND LIBRARIANS
The 10th edition training day dedicated to teachers and librarians will take place in the Enssib, on Thursday 5th of
April. Will be scheduled: A panorama of 2017-2018 crime
fiction novelties, a conference on crime fiction novels for
teenagers, examples of mediation around the genre, an encounter with new noir literature and crime fiction publishers and a discussion with literary translators specialized
in noir.

QUAIS DU POLAR IN PRISON
For several years, Quais du Polar has been organizing
with the partnership of the Auvergne Rhône-Alpes Region
and the DRAC, the “Crime Fiction behind closed doors” action in the region’s prisons, as to promote reading and
the crime fiction genre in prisons. In 2018, eight authors
will attend penal institutions to allow prisoners to (re)
discover noir literature and crime fiction. Encounters are
prepared in advance by town and departmental libraries,
education services of the establishments and the Label Vie
d’ange Association.

ALL YEAR LONG
The festival also develops a yearly program of events and
expands its events to the regional scale around the noir
genre and in collaboration with cinema theatres, bookstores, publishers and the distribution network.

This year, 8 institutions will participate in the Polar derrière les murs project:
• Franz Bartelt / La Talaudière - Saint-Etienne Detention House
• David Khara / Riom Detention Centre
• Marin Ledun / Lyon Detention House in Corbas
• Dominique Manotti / Roanne Detention Centre
• Odile Bouhier / Villefranche-sur-Saône Detention House
• Gilda Piersanti / Chambéry Detention House
• Christian Roux / Bonneville Detention House
• Romain Slocombe / Saint-Quentin-Fallavier Penitentiary
Centre

Quais du Polar will once more organize in July events for
young readers as part of the “Partir en Livre” (CNL) and
“Tout l’Monde dehors” projects.
Every fall, Quais du Polar hosts an author for a debate-evening preceded by a large encounter with schools. In 2017 the
Swedish authors and scriptwriters Cilla and Rolf Börjlind
met the public of the festival.
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Polar Connection
PROFESSIONAL ENCOUNTERS

Polar Connection, Quais du Polar’s professional section, is developing its 5th edition. French and international professionals of the book, cinema, broadcasting, and digital sectors meet to celebrate the attractiveness and vitality of crime
fiction literature and genre. In this way, Quais du Polar claims its mission to encourage, structure and support exchanges
between all actors of this cultural and creative industry that crime fiction represents on the international scale.

FRIDAY 6TH OF APRIL AT THE PALAIS DE LA BOURSE, LYON 2E – UPON ACCREDITATION
ONLY. SATURDAY 7TH OF APRIL, FREE-CHOICE EXTENSION

ON THE FRIDAY POLAR CONNECTION OFFERS PROFESSIONALS :
• Round-tables to question specificities of the crime fiction genre, exchange ideas on: studies or original experiences, the great
richness of the sector, spotting the trends, initiating new projects
• Opportunities of encounters, in an international environment, with authors, publishers, particularly international rights and
audiovisual rights experts, scriptwriters, translators, audiovisual producers and broadcasters, venue managers or cultural
event organizers, journalists.
• Opportunities to make their activities known, demonstrate their know-how, create connections, develop their network, and
develop their cultural and creative projects.
Saturday 7th of April, accredited professionals will be able to continue their exchanges in a dedicated BtoB meeting area.
A “Special Pros” program also allows them to discover the festival and our cultural partners.

A DEDICATED TIME AND SPACE FOR PROFESSIONALS
Encourage exchanges
Encourage exchanges:
• Around a program of round-tables, focus, master classes,
• In the “Polar Connection” Café, an area dedicated to networking and appointments, thanks to the professionals’ directory
released upstream
• With the free-choice extension on Saturday 7th of April (meeting area for professionals)
• Around its “Digital Innovation Corner”,
• During the Polar en Série Award Ceremony and the following lunch-buffet at the Chapelle de la Trinité
• In the Grande Librairie-Great Crime Fiction Bookstore around the selection of our bookstores’ partners, to be in direct link with
currents news of literary creation in the festival’s effervescence
• During the Inauguration Ceremony of the Festival on the Friday

POLAR EN SÉRIES PRIZE – FROM CRIME FICTION NOVEL TO SERIES PRIZE
The Polar en Séries Prize was conceived with the support of the Scelf, as an activator of professional exchanges. It highlights
six works selected for their quality and TV series adaptation potential. The Prize will be awarded during Polar Connection, with
a presentation of the nominated works by their publishers.
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ROUND-TABLES, FOCUS AND MASTER CLASS
International publishers’ hub
• Crime fiction publishing in Italy.
• Focus on the place of crime fiction in international festivals and book fairs.
• Case study: The international - and especially French - crime fiction in Norway.
Crime fiction on screen
• To adapt a novel to a series, from the birth of the idea to collaborations to invent.
• Crime fiction authors more frequently move from one narrative form to another: novel, series, film…Let’s talk about it.
• Pitch presentation of the selected works in the “Polar en Séries” category and announcement of the 2018 winner.
Let’s talk about the profession
• Booksellers / publishers : a fruitful collaboration in the service of authors.
• How to showcase the crime fiction to the general public in the media?
• Encounters with literary translators with the ATLF.
Crime fiction universe and digital
• When new uses of digital meet crime fiction.
• Pitchs of projects presented in the Digital innovation corner/Corner des innovations numériques.
• Focus on Futur Livre, a platform dedicated to the innovative book.

MASTER CLASS
Harlan Coben, invited to the festival for the release of his new novel Home, will meet professionals of Polar Connection during a
master class in the company of Sydney Gallonde, producer of the series No Second chance/Une chance de trop (2004) and Just
one look/Juste un regard (2006) adapted from his novels. The opportunity to discuss his faculty to go through different forms
of writing: novels, original ideas of series, adaptations, etc.

INTERNATIONAL
Collaboration with the Institut Français takes shape of an International Crime Fiction Focus crossing all topics of Polar Connection with the participation of representives of the French cultural network abroad and international professionals.

DIGITAL INNOVATION CORNER
This area presents projects and innovations in the crime fiction, publishing, digital universe. Approaching new narratives or
new uses, Polar Connection plans to encourage their release, question their relevance and contribute to the emergence of
projects.

Accreditation
It is necessary to book your accreditation online on: www.quaisdupolar.com
Fees:
55€ until March 6th
65 € from March 7th
With your Polar Connection accreditation, you will also benefit from a priority
pass for the encounters of the festival all weekend long.
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LITERARY PRIZES
READERS’ PRIZE QUAIS DU POLAR /
20 MINUTES
A jury of 10 readers, a 20 Minutes and a Quais du Polar representative, the 2017 winner and the President of the jury, Claude
Mesplède, will reward this year’s Francophone crime fiction
novel among a selection of 6 titles:

POLAR EN SÉRIES PRIZE
A jury of professionals and broadcasting industry will reward a
crime fiction novel for his potential of adaptation for TV series
among a selection of 6 titles :

• Hôtel du Grand Cerf, Franz Bartelt (Le Seuil)
• Bombes, Dominique Delahaye (Manufacture de Livres)
• Dossier Kastor, Catherine Fradier (Au Diable Vauvert)
• La Chance du perdant, Christophe Guillaumot (Liana Levi)

• L’Avocat, Laurent Galandon, Frank Giroud, Frédéric Volante
(Troisième Vague - Le Lombard)

• Illusion tragique, Gilda Piersanti (Le Passage)

• La Chance du perdant, Christophe Guillaumot (Liana Lévi)

• L’Étoile jaune de l’inspecteur Sadorski, Romain Slocombe
(Robert Laffont)

• Le Suivant sur la liste, Manon Fargetton (Rageot éditeur)

Andrée A. Michaud is the 2017 winner for Bondrée (Rivages).

• Que la guerre est jolie, Christian Roux (Payot et Rivages)

• Plus jamais seul, Caryl Férey (Série Noire, Gallimard)
• Justice soit-elle, Marie Vindy (Plon)
In 2017, the prize rewarded Colin Niel for Seules les bêtes
(Rouergue Noir).

YOUTH PRIZE QUAIS DU POLAR /
VILLE DE LYON
The jury is composed of groups from 11 different primary
schools and will reward this year’s best Francophone Crime Fiction novel for Youth among a selection of 5 titles:

GRAPHIC NOVEL PRIZE QUAIS DU POLAR /
EXPÉRIENCE

• Le Mystère Vandam Pishar, Anne-Gaëlle Balpe (L’École des Loisirs)

The Expérience bookstore and Quais du Polar team up to award
the Crime Fiction Graphic Novel Prize:

• Cornélius Holmes et le caniche des Ba(s)kerville, Davide Cali
(La Palissade)

• Assassins (Volumes 1, 2 and 3), Hirohisa Sato (Komikku)

• Mamie Polar – Fallait pas toucher à l’école de Mamie Jo !
Régis Delpeuch (Scrinéo)

• Fondu au noir, Ed Brubaker et Sean Phillips (Delcourt)

• Mortimer Mort-de-peur – Le train fantôme, Agnès Laroche (Rageot)

• La Mémoire dans les poches (Volumes 1, 2 and 3),
Luc Brunschwig et Etienne Le Roux (Futuropolis)

• Un Royaume pour deux, Marin Ledun (Syros)

• Le Coup de Prague, Jean-Luc Fromental et Miles Hyman (Dupuis)

In 2017, the prize rewarded Aurélie Neyret and Joris Chambain for
Les carnets de Cerise T4 – La déesse sans visage (Soleil).

• L’Été en pente douce, Jean-Christophe Chauzy et Pierre Pelot
(Fluide Glacial)
• Le Travailleur de la nuit, Matz et Léonard Chemineau (Rue de
Sèvres)
• Museum (Volumes 1 and 2), Ryôsuke Tomoe (Pika)
• Opération Copperhead, Jean Harambat (Dargaud)

EUROPEAN CRIME FICTION PRIZE LE POINT

• Tebori (Volumes 1, 2 and 3), José Robledo et Marcial Toledano
(Dargaud)

The winner of the European Crime Fiction Prize Le Point will be
revealed during the Quais du Polar inauguration.

The prize rewarded Olivier Berlion for Le Juge, la République
assassinée (Dargaud) in 2017.

• Le Charme des sirènes, Gianni Biondillo (Métailié)
• Ça ne coûte rien de demander, Sara Lövestam (La Bête Noire Robert Laffont)
• L’Accusé du Ross-Shire, Graeme Macrae Burnet (Sonatine)

Two short story contests are organized: for secondary
school students, and for adults and high school students
(in collaboration with 12-21 and Kobo by Fnac).
All prizes will be awarded during the festival.

• Demain c’est loin, Jacky Schwartzmann (Cadre noir - Le Seuil)
In 2017, the prize rewarded Hannelore Cayre for La Daronne
(Métailié).
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FOLLOW
QUAIS DU POLAR !
Website
www.quaisdupolar.com
Streaming live,
conferences and encounters

www.live.quaisdupolar.com
Monthly newsletters
Quais du Polar
Polar Connection
Facebook
Quais du Polar
Twitter
@quaispolar
@qdpconnection
Instagram
quais_polar
Youtube
quaisdupolarofficiel

